Film Score Blogs [Blog # 52]
Sunday, January 10, 2016 [8:45 am]
Early Saturday evening I finished my three-part Word paper on the
Box 109 Herrmann materials. The combined pages are 480 with a ton of
graphics. The Word papers had to be converted to pdf files in order for my
webmistress to put online. Usually that is a problem because most "free"
sites have a maximum of 100 MB. Each of my papers in three parts is much
larger than that because of the multitude of graphics. So eventually I found a
free site that would do the job: smallpdf.com. It took awhile to convert
initially but it was worth it.

Now: Around mid-July to mid-September roughly I spent my neartotal free time to do my "really big shoe"....eh, not being Ed Sullivan, I
meant really big project: to orchestrate the Box 109 Herrmann sketches. I
managed to do all of them in two months, and to also scan each of them. The
images of course are the graphics or images used for my three-parter paper.
Frequently during the process I posted some of my daily results on
Facebook. Many of the comments from Facebook at the times I copied &
pasted for my paper.
Once the sketches project was done, I eventually started another big
project: digitizing my many dozens of Zip Dobyns cassette tapes I recorded
since 1978 thru 2003 (RIP then). I used my ION Tape Express small device
to convert the hard cassette tapes to digital files on my computer. I also
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created a YouTube Playlist of the 108 audio-videos. I may put the url in the
"Other" backpage of my original Film Score Rundowns site. Not sure yet. I
wanted to have the Playlist made available on her official site--dodona.org-but haven't heard from her surviving children yet if they want that or not.
The Playlist exists but unsearchable, on the "Unlisted" video selection.
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Then I returned to film music-related tape cassettes and
started a digitization project of them. I can still do more of this
work over time.
I also spend a little time composing now & then in-between
projects. Here are some examples:
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This one above is "El Nino." By the way, the Godzilla El Nino
started here in Southern California last Tuesday. Tuesday had
steady rain but nothing spectacular, but on Wednesday nightThursday very early morning there was a lot of thunder &
lightning (or should it really be phrase-ordered as "lightning &
thunder" ? : ) and pea-sized hail. It was nice, however, Thursday
afternoon thru now (spectacularly sunny yet cold on Friday). It was
supposed to be raining mildly by Saturday at 9 PM but so far,
nothing in our location. Next rain event (mild) is WednesdayThursday. Then eventually El Nino will come in great force,
probably late January thru February especially! El Nino is coming!
Run & scream! : )
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Next is "Thru the Lives of Bernard Herrmann"
adaptation music I composed utilizing ONLY G half-dim 7ths and
F half-dim 7ths!
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Here is something I called "Tension Buildup":
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****************
Of great and rare archival importance is this Brandeis
University free site making available Victor Young conductor
scores:
http://archive.org/details/Brandeis_University?and&and[]=Victor
%20Young
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**********************
Now: In certain terms, my real or up-to-date film score blog
is really my Face book site, NOT here on this old-fashioned
original blog site that I usually only update twice a year:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1653818974852071/
It is there I often present something on a daily or near-daily
basis--unless I am busy with a project such as I have been the last
six days with my three-parter paper meant for the new update of
my original Film Score Rundowns site.
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I reviewed the recently released Simians & Serialism book on
Facebook back in August. It is about Jerry Goldsmith's Planet of
the Apes score:
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*********************
Here is an interesting film site on the internet. I can access
good old films like SO BIG and SUGARFOOT and ICE PALACE
there (all scored by Max Steiner):
http://www.rarefilmm.com/
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********************

http://www.andrewdavidperkins.com/thebirds-audio.html
This composer just wrote a score for Hitchcock's THE
BIRDS. You can listen to the midi performances in the link. As
readers of my blogs know, I composed a Herrmannesque score for
THE BIRDS back in 2005. Perkins' music for the movie is fine but
it is really not all that Herrmannesque (maybe just a cue or two at
spots) But of course he never said it would be "Herrmannesque" as
I did.... And it's a bit too long, a bit too many cues. For instance,
considering the nature of the birds' sound effects dominating the
opening credits of the movie, I would never try to push Prelude or
Main Title music in there with the mix! : )...Anyway, besides
myself, I believe he's the second composer out there who wrote a
score for the movie disseminated on the Internet (but I now forgot
the name & Internet url of the other person and site). Glad these
others also decided to fill the void, so to speak. Herrmann was spot
wrong not to write a score for the picture.
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***************
Speaking of Herrmann, a month ago on the Decades channel
on cable tv (Channel 201 for me locally in southern California),
they aired a May 12, 1958 episode of STUDIO ONE titled "The
Kurishiki Incident" starring John Cassavetes. . Decades aired it
three times on Wednesday. I watched (and recorded) it at 2:30 pm
(5:30 Eastern time).Herrmann's intro music is heard in the opening
credits, music written early December 1957. Of course a friend of
mine synth-performed the Studio One score (available on my
YouTube site) but this show has the actual recorded music--quite a
rare event because most of the Studio One shows of this last season
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are lost. The original score for this episode is by Tak Shindo.
However, the introductory material and a few commercial tags are
by Herrmann. I was hoping the end title music would be the
Herrmann one but unfortunately Shindo had his own original cue
for that.
Here is the YouTube link if you want to hear and read the
music:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWz1UMTP4fo
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Herrmann's music for STUDIO ONE was mid-season in its
final season ('57'58). He wrote the score December 5 thru the 8th.
It is conceivable that the very next two episodes of STUDIO ONE
used that original score: "No Deadly Medicine" Part I was Dec 9,
1957, and Part II was Dec 16. Unfortunately it appears those
episodes did not survive. The next episode is "Brotherhood of the
Bell" and that was tracked music (not an original score). It did
include the Outer Space Suite music by Herrmann, however. The
next episode was "The Other Place" but it was Goldsmith music.
"The next one was "Trial by Slander" and that also was tracked.
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"The next one was "Balance of terror" (a likely title for a
Herrmann score! : ) but I have no information on that Jan 27, 1958
episode. The next episode is "The Laughing Wuillow" and it has
no Herrmann music. Etc. My hope is that some of these late season
10 episodes will surface besides "The Kurishiki Incident." My best
bet is that "No Deadly Medicine" (the two-parter) is the very one
that has the original Herrmann score. Hope it shows up!
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*******************
Here is a 125 page thesis found on the open Internet via
Google search that may interest some of my readers of this blog:
http://arizona.openrepository.com/arizona/bitstream/10150/291954
/1/azu_td_1405040_sip1_m.pdf

There are other dissertations freely available on the Internet
from the University of Arizona such as these:
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***********************
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Here is interesting legal information regarding Malcolm
Arnold's 103 scores that was left with Mr. Day, his health & affairs
carer. The 2012 judgment for Mr. Day was overturned in 2013 so
that the music materials were transferred to the surviving relatives
instead of Mr. Day.
http://www.bailii.org/cgibin/markup.cgi?doc=%2Few%2Fcases%2FEWCA%2FCiv%2F20
13%2F191.html&query=day%20and%20harris%20and%20arnold
&method=boolean
So what was written below in 2012 was overturned by appeal
in 2013:
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Again, this info immediately below in 2012 was overturned a
year later:
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So below the images show a discussion of the appeal and its
aftermath:
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The key is the original intention by the donor, especially if it
is in writing and signed! I am reminded of the broohaha regarding
the music scores donated by Bernard Herrmann to UCSB via
Martin Silver (a relative). Apparently someone in the family
contested Herrmann's own will and intent of the composer, and
held up delivery of the music scores by at least 5 -6 years. I still
don't know the details of the situation. The author of the Herrmann
bio never discussed the issue. I suppose nobody wanted to talk
about it. A taboo, forbidden topic! Too many sensitive toes I
guess! : )
************************
This is an absolutely fabulous performance of three harpists
available on YouTube. It is a must-see and must-hear performance!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Glc6DS_AxAQ
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******************
The WILLOW full score by James Horner was made
available for purchase by Omni Music Publishing in early October.
I bought it!
http://www.omnimusicpublishing.com/Willow.html
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HERE'S MY POST ON IT: "I received my copy in
Saturday's mail at 10:33 am. Within minutes I put in my Blu-ray
dvd of the movie and started to read the cues as the music
sequenced. It'll take more than one such run to appreciate the
written music. My gripe with the dvd format is that the dialog and
sound effects often drown out the music. There appears to be no
"music only" special feature in my "Special Edition" copy --so not
"special" enough! : ) I should be getting a copy of the cd soon in
the mail, although it is not a "complete" rendition of the
score....What I like about the written full score released by Omni is
that there are in most pages descriptive scene tags tied to the
movie. For instance, on page 13 (Bar 83, meno mosso) bracketed is
"Cut To River." Then on page 15 for Bar 94, "Sending Off
Elora."....Almost all of the score is present except for some very
minor & short cues....One quibble I have is that the full score is
NOT transposed. As written: "Note: All transposing instruments
are written at concert pitch." I am not surprised by this because
three or four of the Horner full scores I researched (including
KRULL) were all in "C" concert. Mystifying why a professional
composer and his orchestrators would allow that and it's more &
more common now, unfortunately. All or nearly all of the Golden
Age full scores were transposed (Herrmann, Steiner, Tiomkin,
Newman, etc) as is the proper way of doing it. Yet nowadays
orchestrators since the Eighties increasingly tend to rely on the
copyists to transpose the music for the Parts, leaving the finished
full score in "C." Oh, well. I've talked to some professional
orchestrators about this and they think it's a sloppy practice. What
do you think?? Perhaps in the case of Omni's WILLOW, it was
convenience to let it stay as a concert score rather than spend all
the extra time transposing since it already takes a lot of time
engraving the music????? Anyway, except for this quibble, I find
Omni's WILLOW to be quite impressive, a labor of dedicated
love."
So the Omni presentations are good to have. My only quibble
again is that even in scores that were transposed, Omni opted to
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make them "C" concert written. I hope if they ever do a Herrmann
score that they keep it transposed as Herrmann wrote it and wanted
it.
Here is the Omni YouTube presentation of Willow:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AiWreCmpkA&feature=shar
e

************************

Talking Herrmann: Tadlow's OBSESSION now up for preorder!
Reply by: Bill Wrobel
______________________________________________________________________
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Oh,well. "You can't please everybody"--as the old saying goes ! : )...Adriano complained
that Tadlow's release was a good sound but the balance (etc) was off; whereas various
reviewers in the past regarding Adriano's JANE EYRE praised the balance and
conducting but thought the sound was not very good in comparison to other recordings.
It's very hard to find the best of both worlds. Some recording have done that, such as
Stromberg's FAHRENHEIT 451, and (overall--i.e., not a "complete recording))
Broughton's JASON & THE ARGONAUTS. Some recordings are too slow; others
conducted too fast. Some recordings are suites; others are complete (that some people
complain about is not necessary and uninteresting as a total aesthetic experience). Mr.
Scratch says Tadlow should've focused their attention on another score (perhaps a rarer
Herrmann item, or a Rozsa score perhaps : ), whereas other praise the dynamics not
previously heard in the old recording conducted by Herrmann, and appreciate the music
even more now thanks to Tadlow.
So I guess the moral is: Enjoy what you have, count your blessings, and don't focus on
the Impossible Dream that rarely finds fruition in this earthly world whether music, love,
whatever! : )
**************************
July 24, 2015:
Talking Herrmann: Dragon's Domain Presents THE AFTERMATH by John Morgan
Reply by: Bill Wrobel
______________________________________________________________________
I received in the mail this morning my copy of John's Morgan's cd music of THE
AFTERMATH, released by Dragon's Domain Records. Hearing it brings back old but
good memories back sometime in the early Eighties when I first heard the score. I even
still have the old audio cassette tape of the music given to me by John. My wife & I
visited him at his apartment back in that general period in the mid-Eighties, and I perused
several of full score cues of the music. Wish I had the foresight to ask for a copy of the
written score so that I could do a "rundown" now of the music. But John did give me a
copy of at least two cues ("Travels" and "Excitement") of his later EMPIRE OF THE
DARK (aka EVIL NIGHT) score. I hope Dragon's Domain Records plans to release that
one. I enjoyed that Morgan score too, especially those cues just mentioned. They both
utilized the nice choir of three clarinets, bass clarinet, and C.B. clarinet. I did a rundown
of at least one cue in one of my online papers long ago:
http://www.filmscorerundowns.net/other/potpourri.pdf
Anyway, it's very nice to hear AFTERMATH again but now, finally, on cd. When I
opened the package this morning from BSX Records headquarters in Simi Valley, I
curiously found I had TWO booklets. The one in the case was standard but the other one
was autographed by John Morgan in gray felt or whatever (see image). Nice bonus. I had
planned upon awakening to start orchestration work on the "Stormalong" sketch cue by
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Herrmann but I simply HAD to listen to the cd first, and take notes.I cannot give a full indepth review but I would definitely recommend this soundtrack item. The attractive
booklet is eight pages folded out like a mini-accordian. The largest segment is by Randall
D. Larson title's "John Morgan's Musical Journey Through THE AFTERMATH." I
presume this is a brand new history of the movie and its principal creative collaborators,
but it is not dated at the end so I cannot tell. There are John Morgan quotes therein (but
no separate section in the booklet written directly by Morgan for some reason). Then you
can read Bill Stromberg's entry in the booklet titled "Memories of the Aftermath" fondly
and enthusiastically recounting how this score so early in his life really affected his
course in life in terms of pivotal probable direction.
So, if you like Bernard Herrmann's music (who doesn't on this site! : ) and Max
Steiner for that matter, then you must treat yourself to Morgan's music for THE
AFTERMATH. I would depict Morgan's musical style here as a merging mix between
Max Steiner and Bernard Herrmann (more the latter). Strange bedfellows to some people,
but not to me! And it works in the music. With a horde of unruly mutants running around
in the movie causing OMG sudden events, you need a Max Steiner "mickey mousing"
spot approach of the action at any given notice! But if you want an atmospheric musical
pallette at various scenes, you need the tried & true Herrmann mood approach. Morgan
successfully does both. There's even a lovely Herrmannesque "Love Scene" (start of track
#15) but fortunately it is not a love scene between two mutants (if that's even possible!
: )....
There is a lot of music in this score, just over 71 minutes. If fact, I do believe there is
more music in the movie that the movie itself! : ) I believe the music had to run over
well past the End Credits to encompass ALL of the music composed for the scifi flick.....
; )
So Morgan throws everything in this score in terms of effects and devices and multivaried instrumentation except the orchestra's sink. It's really impressive. While I would've
preferred a professional orchestra, the USC students did a very good job nonetheless.
Overall the recording is fine though not up to par of course to today's state-of-the-art
digital recording and balance. One problem was the very first track in the Main Title.
There was a distinct imbalance from 16 seconds on in that first sequencing of the theme
(that somewhat reminds me of the MYSTERIOUS ISLAND Prelude). The horns
should've been clearly heard playing the developing theme but instead were overpowered by the piano (etc). But the second sequencing of the theme later with the high
strings was balanced and distinctive.
Track # 2 ATTACK is a fine display of action music. I particularly liked from 1:15 on,
but all of it is very interesting to hear.
Track # 20 JUSTICE I like the music structure a lot.
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Track # 11 RAPE SCENE starts off reminiscent of Herrmann's "A & J Fight" in JASON
& THE ARGONAUTS (previously used in Herrmann's "The Rope" cue from THE
KENTUCKIAN).
I have to go out now with the wife but maybe later I'll include more of a review!
_______________________________________________
talkingherrmann mailing list
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*********************************
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The two images above are various versions of "The Wait" I
orchestrated in October. In a box of index-card music I found this
old piece I composed back on October 18, 2004, written 15 months
after I was writing THE BIRDS. So I decided to orchestrate it in
October. Of course the music is Herrmannesque!
****************************
Regarding Bernard Herrmann once again, long ago I wrote a
paper on the astrological horoscope of him. This rectified chart of
Bernard Herrmann seems pretty accurate to me. Zip Dobyns did
the final rectification two years before she died. I progressed it to
Herrmann's death and the stress aspects were incredible. He was
already in very poor health at that period, but to stress out his body
by this long work trip from London to Los Angeles was the last
straw. His LA return was a final closure. The death/closure aspects
were all over the place in this chart.
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*****************************
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Ah! A well-beloved and famous movie! ; ) :

******************
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And here's another quite famous movie with instant namerecognition and terrific stars! :

And of course here is a memorable scene from the movie
itself:
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**************************
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My wife & I saw TRUMBO in late November. Excellent movie due
to Bryon Cranston's wonderful performance. The theme was how HUAC
(House Un-American Acitivities Committee) in effect caused great harm due
to the cause & effect blacklisting of thousands of Americans, including
Hollywood workers (writers like Trumbo). It reminded me how people like
Raksin were involved in going along with HUAC, and how even Bernard
Herrmann denied knowing his childhood friend Polonsky for fear he
(Herrmann) would be implicated knowing a commie! : ) I respect
Herrmann's works but it doesn't mean I necessarily respect him as a person
in regard to such character weakness (but alas all-too-understandable due to
the fear instinct) in this instance that we would deny the existence of his
friend! : ). Even Edward G. Robinson succumbed to fear & weakness.
Raksin even ratted. Sad. At least Herrmann didn't have to testify but I
wonder what he would've said.... But I am proud of Trumbo's couage, and
Bogie and Bacall, Gregory Peck, and many other backbone entertainers.
http://articles.latimes.com/1997/oct/20/entertainment/ca-44690/2

*********************************
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As I was surfing the internet in mid-September, I noticed a
relatively new updated website here for this German film
production. Maybe it'll be released soon. I'd like to see it
(hopefully with subtitles! : ) The star is Michael HERRMANN, by
the way. The music is also excellent that I heard, often
Herrmannesque, by Markus Metzler. Hope it is released soon
(subtitled of course for the United States! : )...
http://streiflicht-produktion.de/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DHtWrNAqEds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Y7IQxS63vY
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***************************
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KING OF SCHNORRERS. This late work of Herrmann is pretty
much ignored....
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While the arrangement is Chris Palmer's (or whomever) and
there are some creative liberties and embellishments in jazzifying
Herrmann's theme, nevertheless the theme is so overwhelmingly
dominant throughout the "So Close to Me Blues" music, it doesn't
matter who embellished it in the arrangements and
instrumentation. Herrmann already approved having the theme in
the Taxi Driver score. It was his theme. There is no legitimate "cocomposer" contribution--simply a jazzy arrangement.
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***************************
[End session 11:48 am Sunday, January 10, 2016]
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